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Abstract
A patient, their family members, and their healthcare team all play a role in collectively deciding if and
when it is best to withhold or withdraw life-sustaining therapies for a patient in an end-of-life
situation. Although in some instances these difficult conversations are able to be held in advance, in
many other cases end-of-life care decisions are required to be made in high-pressure situations
with less time available due to unforeseen circumstances. Through the practice of narrative
medicine, these conversations are especially important when trying to preserve or “hold” a patient's
identity for the time that they are alive rather than just delaying death. While advanced directives
can play an important role in ensuring more ethical and comfortable end-of-life care, in our current
status quo, the ineffective implementation of these legal/medical documents creates ethical
concerns that go against the fundamental prioritization of a patient’s wishes and comfort. We will
further explore how many people fill out advance directive forms, which demographics tend to rely
on them, and the issues that often arise during the implementation of these forms.

Types of Advanced Directives (8)
Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) orders
If you stop breathing or your heart stops, nothing will be done to try to
keep you alive.
Some hospitals require a new DNR order each time you are admitted
When not in a hospital, DNR documents can be kept in wallet cards or
bracelets
Unless DNR orders are visible and valid, EMS responders are required to
try and revive and prolong life in every way they can.
Living Wills (9)
Legal document used to state certain future health care decisions only
when a person becomes unable to make the decisions and choices on
their own.
At least two physicians must confirm patients inability to make own
medical decisions, and that patient is in a state of terminal illness or
permanent unconsciousness
Living wills may be taken back or terminated at any time
Since 1990, the Federal Patient Self-Determination Act has required
that patients admitted to hospital be asked whether they have a living
will, and if not, whether they want information to help them make one.

Demographics
How many people fill out advanced directives in America? (4)
36.7% fill out some kind of advanced directive
29.3% complete living will with actual care wishes
33.4% have a designated health care power of attorney
Living wills and power of attorney are the most common types
Trends in individuals who fill out advance directive documents (5)
Older patients more likely to have ADs (45.6% vs 31.6%)
Hospice care patients have the most advanced directive rates
Among chronic disease patients, highest rates among neurologic diseases
Black patients are less likely than their white counterparts across all care facilities
(nursing home, home health care, hospice care)
Lower awareness about
Differing attitudes towards ADs
Greater preference for life sustaining therapies
Less comfort discussing death
Greater distrust of health care system
High income, higher education levels associated with likelihood for ADs
Those who have not had an EOL conversation less likely to have ADs
Lack of awareness is commonly the most cited reason for no AD

Types of Advanced Directives (8)
Power of Attorney (POA) Forms
Legal document which assigns a trusted person to be a proxy for all
healthcare decisions should they become unable.
A Patient's proxy is able to speak with healthcare providers to make
decisions based on their wishes.
If wishes are not known, the proxy will make decisions based on what
they believe the patient would have decided if able
Physicians must certify the patient's inability to make own medical
decisions before following the Power of Attorney forms.
Physician-Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) Forms (1)
Translates patient wishes in times of emergency and physician orders
into a legal document that is able to be used across many types of
medical-care settings
Binding medical orders
Forms must be signed by a qualified member of the patient's healthcare
team, such as their physician
Used by EMTs, as they are not able to use other types of advanced
directives
Helps to reduce unwanted hospitalizations and honor a patient's end-oflife wishes
Organ/tissue donation forms (3)
Donate organs and tissues at death for those in need of transplant or
science
In Canada, organ donation from deceased donors is a common practice
that saves or improves the lives of more than nearly 2000 Canadians
every year, accounting for more than 3 of 4 of all transplanted organs.

Trends in type of care for patients who fill out advance directive documents (5)
Those with ADs tend to have regular source of care
Having an AD heavily correlates with type of long term care
Nursing home residents and discharged hospice care patients are more than twice as
likely than home health care patients to have a recorded AD
Nursing home/hospice patients are more likely to have EOL conversation
90% of discharged hospice care patients had ADs indicating this population is
aware of its rights to advanced directives
Gaps between race also close in hospice care patients although not completely

Flaws in the Implementation of Advanced Directives

Ethical Considerations for Specific Advanced Directives

Physician perspective (2):

POLST (1):

68% of the treatment decisions made by faculty were contrary to the patients’ documented
preferences
Physicians suggested that prognosis, perceived quality of life, and the wishes of family or
friends were considered as more determinative for treatment decisions than the AD's
Thus, doctors are influenced by multiple factors when considering end of life care, not just
one document
Solution: AD's should be a fluid document and kept updated according to patient's and
family's wishes

Nurse perspective (6):
Nurses spend more time with patients and have more responsibility with respecting AD’s
But there is no existing uniform curriculum for AD preparation in nursing school
Fewer than half of working nurses demonstrated confidence regarding AD's
Nursing programs that cover AD's devote on average only 1.5 hours or less to this document
Solution: Provide guidelines for AD education and curricula

Patient Perspective (7):
Patient's family members still have to intervene to stop aggressive treatments, even with
AD's on file
Have physical copies of DNR, but it is not marked in the EMR
The family/primary care doctor has a copy, but a new specialist doesn’t
People fill out forms, but never have thoughtful conversations with family members or
doctors
Still make an AD and be persistent, must physically show the forms b/c that form may not
always be on record
Solution: utilize POLST, still have an AD and be persistent, must physically show the forms b/c
that form may not always be on record

Closing Thoughts:
There is no doubt that advanced directives can be both
beneficial and effective, when used appropriately,
however, as we have shown throughout this presentation
there is still a lot of room for improvement in ethically and
adequately implementing these medical/legal documents.
Unifying the curriculum taught about advanced directives
will allow healthcare workers to be more confident in
approaching these documents as well as encouraging
patients to discuss advanced directives with their loved
ones. Considering the numerous types of advanced
directives that exist, it gives patients, their family, and
their healthcare team the ability to choose which
directive they believe is best suited for their end-of-life
care. Availability and awareness are important in ensuring
the efficacy of advanced directives as a patient’s race,
income, and educational background play a large role in
determining whether or not they will have an advanced
directive on record.

TRIAD (The Realistic Interpretation of Advance Directives) studies showed
misunderstandings among various healthcare workers regarding the interpretation of
advance directives and related documents.
Emergency personnel’s interpretation of the form also varied considerably, except for the ‘full
code’ scenario
The National POLST Paradigm Task Force (NPPTF) has endorsed state POLST programs in
only 19 states
POLST forms are binding medical orders. While this is their biggest advantage, this may also
be a weakness in raising ethical concerns
Another finding showed that 13% of patients had invalid POLST forms due to missing
physician signatures

Organ & Tissue Donation (3):
The ability of donors to give first-person consent for withdrawal of life-sustaining measures
and organ donation creates emotional and moral challenges for healthcare professionals,
patients, and their families.
Patients must be able to provide first-person consent and be explicitly told that the dead
donor rule will be followed when signing up for organ/tissue donation.
The decision to have withdrawal of life-sustaining measures must occur before any
discussion of organ donation.
Patient protection and quality of end of life care must be prioritized over trying to get a patient
to enlist as a donor before death
Physicians, transplant teams, and other staff should try to minimize the impact and disruption
of donating, such as testing, for the patient.
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